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By IVR Survey we  means interactive voice response, which is a technology that grants people to
have a  communication with computing device through our voice. In their most substantial class, IVR
systems function by using a telephone with speaker  and   microphone, a phone service circuit, IVR
application & catalog containing the selective information that callers are attempting to get .

An IVR survey have  numerous  features with a phone survey as the survey is conducted
throughout the telephone.  Rather of having a live questioner perform the survey, the survey is
demonstrated by utilizing a recorded script.  The answerer has  to submit an answers using the
keypad of the phone and by talking free-form remarks. As there is no inquirer to clarify the queries,
the playscript can be simply run without having  any sort of  trouble  and moreover , predict all the
reasonable answers someone have.  

There are  numerous amount of  advantages  of having  IVR system .These  are explained as below:

Rate of Survey Data Collection: - 

The  biggest  benefit  of the IVR  system is how quickly an organization can collect information  from
a person.  Within 2-5 minutes after a service interaction is finished, an organization can have 
feedback from the clients that how their experience  was with them and  how they feel. 

Service Recovery banner -

That survey which was  over from the answerer acquires analyzed right away by the IVR survey
program.  Administrator can establish measurements to flag a peculiar survey response for
judgment. The customer could get a call immediately to handle the affair. 

Lower Survey Response Bias: - 

Answer bias outcomes from a responder's sensitivenesses when they participate in a surveying
everyday.  Usual ones are consent where the answerer gives the response he determines the
surveyor requires and auspices where the responder gives a reply to please their clients.  As the
answerers  is communicating with a machine, the chance of any answer bias can lot be  cut.
However, the foe may prove true should a low mark outcome in an instant carry out telephone call
by a designated manager. 

lesser Cost for Larger Survey Programs: -

IVR surveys have a price model that has high fixed charge, but lesser variable cost.  The script
should be developed and recorded that can be expensive.  But the price  of  providing service  is
very small to the clients. 

IVR surveys can be a very feasible system to get straightaway feedback for transactional surveys,
and they are bendable enough to be utilized in other situations as well.  Still, a lot of attention should
  be taken as  regards  to its design and while implementing as there is a  huge amount  of cost
which is  invested  in IVR survey system  .
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